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Abstract
We study linear complementarity problems depending on parameters in the right hand side
and or in the matrix For the case that all elements of the right hand side are independent
parameters we give a new proof for the equivalence of three dierent important local properties
of the corresponding solution set map in a neighbourhood of an element of its graph For one 
and multiparametric problems this equivalence does not hold and the corresponding graph
may have a rather complicate structure But we are able to show that for a generic class of
linear complementarity problems depending linearly on only one real parameter the situation
is much more easier
  Introduction
Linear complementarity problems with parameters in the right hand side and in the matrix have
been extensively studied by many authors eg    	 
  Further interesting
papers concerning more general problems contain essential consequences also for the special case
of parametric linear complementarity problems cf       
In our paper we consider parametric linear complementarity problems of the form
P
 
  Compute all x   R
n
satisfying q  K x   x   x
 
q  K x  
for which generally both the vector q   R
n
and the nn matrix K depend on a parameter vector
    R
d




























and K is constant
In the case that we assume A

we denote the parameter vector by t and the corresponding para 
metric linear complementarity problem by P

t





interest concerns its special cases
P
 
q   Compute all x   R
n
satisfying q K x   x   x
 
q K x  
where all components of q together with the components of   are independent parameters P
 
q
with q as parameter P
 
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q    for the corresponding para 
meter value by   tq   
In section  of our paper we summarize some essentially known global results on the solution
set maps of the considered parametric problems and give certain supplements concerning their
polyhedral structure Motivated by a recent equivalence statement of Dontchev and Rockafellar
 concerning three dierent local properties of the solution set map of a more general class
of parameter depending problems lower semicontinuity pseudo Lipschitz continuity and strong
regularity we present in section  for problem P
 
q   another proof which gives a better insight
into the situation Especially it will be clear for which reason lower semicontinuity around a given
point of the graph of the solution set map does not hold if this map is not strongly regular at this
point
Counterexamples in the case of problem P

t show that in general lower semicontinuity around
a given point of the graph and strong regularity at this point are not equivalent In section  we
show that generically the graph of the solution set map of P

t has a much more easier structure
as in the general case and that only six types of solutions may appear
Throughout the whole paper we use the symbols gph for the graph of a set valued map sgn
for the sign of a real number rg for the rank of a matrix dim for the dimension lin for
the linear hull int for the interior bd for the boundary and ri for the relative interior of a
convex set The symbol B stands for the closed unit ball in R
n

 Some global results on the solution set map
In the following theorem we summarize some known properties cf   of the solution set





Theorem     For the problem P
 
  the map  is closed ie for each sequence f 
 
g
converging to any  
 














 For the problem P

t the map  is polyhedral ie its graph is a union of a nite number
of convex polyhedra
 For the problem P

t the map  is locally upper Lipschitz with a uniform modulus ie




there exists a neighbourhood V of t
 
such that
for all t   V we have t  t
 
  c k t t
 
k B
Obviously Statement  of Theorem  has the following consequences
Corollary   For the problem P

t the sets Q
b
 ft  t is boundedg as well as Q
e

ft  t  g are open
The following statements on the cardinality j q j of the set of solutions of problem P
 
q have
been proven in 	 and 
Theorem    For the problem P
 
q it holds
  j q j  q   R
n
	
 K is a Q	matrix for the denition cf 
 
 j q j q   R
n
	
 K is a N	matrix ie all its principal subminors are nonzero
 j q j  q   R
n
	
 K is a P	matrix ie all its principal subminors are positive
Remark   If the matrix K belongs to the class of Q	matrices N	matrices P	matrices resp
then for the problem P

t we have j t j  t   R
d
j t j t   R
d
 j t j  t   R
d

resp But the reverse statements are not true in general

For any     R
d
the set P    fx   R
n
 K x  q    x  g is a convex polyhedron
associated with the problem P
 
  For any pair IJ of index sets I J  f  ng let be
P
IJ
   fx   P    K x  q 
i
  i   I x
j




   fx   P
IJ
   K x  q 
i


























I  f  ng n I Further let be S  fI JI  J  f  ngg For the special case that
J 








































Moreover we introduce the set A  f    R
d
   g the matrix V I J   formed by the rows
of K  with the indices i   I and the rows of the n  n unit matrix with the indices j   J
and the vector pI J   formed correspondingly by the components q
i
  i   I and n j I j zero
components otherwise
The following two theorems summarize and supplement corresponding results contained in  
and  The proof of the rst one is obvious
Theorem   For the problem P
 
  it holds




















































 The sets A gph and   for any     R
d





































 If for any     R
d
a point x   R
n
is an isolated solution of P
 
  then x corresponds to a
vertex xI J    V

I J   pI J   of the convex polyhedron P   ie there is a pair
IJ of index sets I J  f  ng with j I j  j J j n such that the system of in x linear
equations V I J   x  pI J   has a unique solution xI J   and this solution is also
a solution of P
 
  Each vertex xI J   of the convex polyhedron P   depends locally
Lipschitz continuous on the parameter  
We note that for the problem P







are closed respectively open facets of gphP 
Now we use the submatrix K
IJ
of K formed by the elements k
ij
of K with i   I and j   J 
Theorem   For the problem P
 
q and each pair I J   S it holds
  The set A
IJ



























 dI J j I j  j J j  n and dimA
IJ















 a J 

I  dI J    b j I  J j   dI J  

Proof In our proof we apply the ideas already used in the proof of Theorem  of  To prove






in the form A
IJ
 fq   R
n
 q  Kx  y x   y  
x
j
  j   J y
i

















is the image of a closed facet of the polyhedral cone R
n

under the linear map






























 n j I j  j J j rgBI J 



















 fx y   R
n
  Kx  y   y
i
  i   I x
j
  j   Jg and BI J is the
n  j

I j  j

J j matrix formed by the columns of  K with the numbers i  

I and by the
columns of the n n unit matrix with the numbers j  

J  This implies Statement  and State 
ment  if we use the fact that dimA
IJ
 rg BI J holds Statements  and  follow directly
from Statement  qed
As an immediate consequence of Theorem  we mention the following fact
Corollary    For the problem P
 
q and any q   R
n

















For the application in the following sections we give now some additional properties of those
sets A
IJ
corresponding to problem P
 
q which have the maximal dimension n Note that the






follow from the Theorems  and  and from generally known facts on basic solutions in linear
optimization
Remark    For each set A
IJ





I and the corresponding matrix K
II
must be regular where for the index set I   this





























I q   Moreover it holds A
I







































After introducing slack variables y we can write the convex polyhedron Pq equivalently in the form
P
 
q  fx y   R
n
Kx y  q x   y  g and the complementarity slackness condition





of the convex polyhedron Pq
which corresponds to the vertex xIq of Pq is given by y
I
























































































This simplex table contains all coecients which will be obtained if we transform the system of
equations






















































































































Besides global properties of the solution set maps of the considered parametric problems studied in
the previous section also local properties are of interest This means properties of the intersection
of the corresponding graph with a suciently small neighbourhood of one of its elements Because
of the fact that we do not restrict our considerations to the case that the matrix K has only
nonnegative principal subminors the set of solutions must not be connected or even convex such
that local properties are not entirely determined by the global ones Of course if the set of all
solutions for a xed value of the parameter is nite then necessarily each solution must be isolated
and on the other hand if locally the set of solutions is not nite then this also must hold globally
But these trivial statements are already almost all relations between local and global properties
As already done in the paper  we are interested to apply the following denitions for general





to the solution set maps of our parametric linear complementarity
problems




   gph Then  is called




 if there are neighbourhoods U of u
 
and V of v
 
such that
 is lower semicontinuous at every point u v   UV gph ie for every sequence fu
 
g






 for  suciently hight converging
to v











  V  u














 if there are neighbourhoods U of u
 
and V of v
 
such that the
map u u  V is single	valued and Lipschitz	continuous relative to U
The following lemma is the main basis to study parametric linear complementarity problems P
 
 





















































   gph we have

























  fI  I









  fI J   S  I



























































is closed we get W  gphP
I




  if we choose W suciently small
cf also  qed














































































 i    k are pairwise disjoint and


















 is a closed facet of at
least one of the convex polyhedra P
i
 i    k
In the following proposition we summarize some immediate observations with respect to the ap 
plication of Denition  to parametric linear complementarity problems
Proposition    For each set	valued map  we have    
  
 




 of the graph of the solution set map of problem P
 
  condition 
is equivalent with the existence of neighbourhoods U of  
 
and V of x
 
satisfying
 For each 





  such that for each
   

















 For the solution set maps of the problems P
 
q   as well as P

t the conditions  and
 are equivalent




 of the graph of the solution set map of problem P
 
  condition
 is equivalent with the property that there are neighbourhoods U of  
 
and V of x
 
such
that the map      V is single	valued and continuous on U
Proof Statement  follows directly from Denition  cf 





having the property  Now let 

  x be an arbitrary element of U  V  gph f 
 
g






  x Obviously it holds x   P
i
 According to 






















 converges to x But this means that 
is lower semicontinuous at 






To prove the second direction of Statement  let us suppose that there do not exist any neigh 
bourhoods U of  
 
and V of x
 
with the property  This means that for each neighbourhoods
U of  
 
and V of x
 
there are an element 


































 Hence there must be an innite subsequence of the sequence f 
 
g for
simplicity we denote it again by f 
 
g such that one of the following cases holds true The rst




























 converging to x

such that




















  x such that for      it holds
















  I J  

S For each pair I J  














 xg This set is obviously convex contained in P
i
and can only have a dimension




 To prove this last condition let us sup 




we denote it again by f 
 






 for      Thus there
must be d linearly independent points z
l
 l     d in Q
IJ













  d for each  there must be















        The sequence fc
 
g must
have an again normed accumulation point c and we obtain using an innite subsequence of the
sequence fc
 










   which contradicts our supposition
that the points z
l













for each pair I J  

S Using Lemma  and Remark  this relation
implies that in each suciently small neighbourhood of x there are elements of the convex polyhe 
dron P
i






 But this contradicts 
For the problem P
 
q   Statement  follows from Theorem  of  Now let us prove Statement
 for the problem P

t According to Statement  we have only to show  
  We as 




   gph and choose polyhedral neighbourhoods U
 





 V of x
 




Lemma  can be used Consider the map

 















t which must be lower semicontinuous
on int U The graph of 
 
is a union of a nite number of convex polyhedra Consider those





 Because of the lower semicontinuity of 
 
all these edges can not be perpendicular to
the parameter space R
d
 For each such edge we consider its angel to the parameter space R
d
 If

















k B and hence condition 
The rst direction of Statement  is trivial since Lipschitz continuity implies continuity On the
other hand Statement  of Theorem  implies that the vector function x is a continuous se 
lection of a nite number of vector functions xI J   which are locally Lipschitz and is thereby
locally Lipschitz itself qed
Unlike the fact that properties  and  are equivalent for the problem P

t the properties
 and  dier generally The following three examples of the type P

t illustrate dierent
possibilities which may appear although  is fullled
Example  We dene











































condition  but not  at the solution  for t Locally and in this case even globally
this solution for t is unique but in each neighbourhood of  and for each t   suciently
near to zero we have more than one element x namely exactly two with t x   gph


Example  We dene




















































  t  x





satises condition  but not  at the solution  for t Locally and again


globally this solution for t is unique but in each neighbourhood of  and for each su 
ciently small t   we have an innite number of points x with t x   gph

 But globally each
connected component of 

t having a nonempty intersection with a suciently small neighbour 
hood of  is bounded
Example  We dene


























































 tg for t  
such that also in this
case 







  for t Here
we have the situation that the intersection of gph

with any neighbourhood of an arbitrary ele 
ment    x

 of this graph consists of innitely many points But here one component of 

t




Recently Dontchev and Rockafellar  have shown a general equivalence statement for parametric
variational inequalities over polyhedral convex sets which we formulate here for problem P
 
q  
Theorem  For the problem P
 
q   the properties   and  are equivalent







essential assumption is only that at least all components of q are independent parameters
The proof given in  is rather abstract and uses a reduction approach known general properties
of projections and normal as well as piecewise linear maps However it is not seen immediately
which requirements of  would be violated if  does not hold Moreover it will not intelligible
why this proof can not be extended for instance to the problem P

t For this reason we will give
another proof at the end of this section after some preparations A recent paper of Kummer 
is devoted to a corresponding aim however for the Karush Kuhn Tucker conditions for nonlinear
and quadratic optimization problems































The following necessary and sucient condition for strong regularity is shown in  and  if we
use additionally Statement  of Proposition 
Theorem   For the problem P
 



















is a P	matrix 






 we consider the Jacobian M
I
of the linear



















 Now we are able to give another equivalent condition for strong stability in problems of
the type P
 
q   which is already known from  for the Karush Kuhn Tucker conditions of
nonlinear parametric optimization problems For this case the assertion of the following theorem
is shown in 







   gph condition  is equivalent to
sgn detM
I







Proof According to Theorem  we only have to show that  and  are equivalent Let 












  For any index set I with
I





























 I n I

 Moreover using a



























is a principal submatrix of N having according to  a positive deter 






 const   as required in  The other
direction of the proof is similar We only mention the fact that any principal submatrix of N can


















with an index set I satisfying I






Corollary  If the solution set map  of P
 







   gph then one of the following two cases a or b holds true












































Proof This assertion follows by negation of  taking into account that the condition in case a
is only a reformulation of the equation detM
I

  and that if case a does not come true the

















implies that there are also two index sets I and I and an index i with the properties given in
case b qed
Remark     As shown in 
 even parametric nonlinear complementarity problems satisfy	
ing certain dierentiability properties can be characterized locally especially concerning the
property of strong regularity in the same way as it was done here and in former papers for
linear problems namely by analyzing its corresponding linearization Hence many results
of this section may be used for instance to study the Karush	Kuhn	Tucker conditions of
nonlinear and not only quadratic optimization problems depending on parameters
 According to 
 problem P
 
q   may be written equivalently as a Lipschitz continuous
equation of the form







 max z and z

 min z componentwise
The necessary and sucient conditions   as well as all other equivalent conditions
of other papers as 
 and 
 are equivalent with the nondegeneracy of the projection of
the generalized Jacobian 
z
F z   in the sense of Clarke 
 onto the subspace of the
z	variables This follows from a result of 
 and from the fact that the vertices of this pro	
jection are closely related to the matrices K
II
considered in our paper As we know from

  this nondegeneracy is in general only a sucient but not necessary condition for the
so	called Lipschitz invertibility of systems of the form  Only because of a special rank
property of the vertices of the mentioned projection which has been applied already in 
 for
the Karush	Kuhn	Tucker condition for nonlinear parametric optimization problems described
by C

	functions this nondegeneracy condition of Clarke is also necessary for Lipschitz in	
vertibility and hence equivalent to a necessary and sucient condition of Kummer 
  for
Lipschitz invertibility of Lipschitz systems and for the special case of problem P

t to a
corresponding necessary and sucient condition of Scholtes 
 for piecewise linear systems
	
Proof of Theorem  Because of Statement  of Proposition  we only have to show
   






   gph and suppose that 
is not satised there Using Corollary  we have to study now more precisely the two cases a
and b described there










 of the graph of the solution set map of P
 
q then obviously condition  is also not






 of the graph of the solution set map of P
 
q  


















































   and hence j q
 
 j  But
according to Corollary  in each neighbourhood U of q
 
there must exist a parameter value q











































g But according to State 












belongs to the relative boundary of A
I

and for any neighbour 
hoods U of q
 
and V of x
 





and because of the fact that the map P
I

is continuous relative to A
I

 x   V  P
I




















































































 n  As in the case a

























































g Let us consider the simplex tableaus  of the vertex














the i th row and i th column in tableau  as pivot element This pivot element is located in the

























 Let us denote the linear functions of q in




















































q Using the already
































  follows According to
Remark  it holds A
I
 
 f q d
 
i 
q   i    ng and A
i
  
 f q d
  
i 
q   i    ng














































and for any neigh 
bourhoods U of q
 
and V of x
 































q for which our argumentation of
subcase b

 can be repeated qed






   gph condition
 is violated then in each neighbourhood of this element there is another element q  
 
 x of







semicontinuity may hold or not The violation of lower semicontinuity at q  
 
 x may happen for

two dierent reasons One possibility is that for all suciently small neighbourhoods U of q and
V of x there exists a value q   U such that there does not exist any solution x of Pq  
 
 in V
The other possibility is that for all suciently small neighbourhoods U of q and V of x there exists
a value q   U such that the number of solutions x of Pq  
 
 in V is nite whereas the number
of solutions of Pq  
 
 in V is innite Corollary  shows that this second possibility only leads
to a contradiction to condition  if all components of q may be perturbed independently of each
other This would be not the case for instance in the problem P

t if d  n
 Generic properties of oneparametric linear complemen
tarity problems
Let us study in this section the one parametric linear complementarity problem P

t The
examples given in the foregoing section show that even for problems of small size the solution
set map of this problem may have a rather complicate structure As the result of this section we
will see that generically the graph of the solution set map has a very easy structure We can show
this with help of the results on the problem P
 
q given in Theorem 
Lemma  There is an open and dense subset Q  R
 n




   Q the set






 t   Rg has the following two properties
  For all I J   S with dimA
IJ
 n  it holds g  lin A
IJ

 For all I J   S with dim A
IJ
 n   it holds g A
IJ
 




 for which  or  is violated is contained in the union
of a nite number of nondegenerated smooth manifold with dimension less or equal to n 








 belongs to the






 which has the dimension n 
 If g  A
IJ
  with dim A
IJ
 n   then also g  lin A
IJ
  According to our as 
sumption on the dimension of A
IJ













q   b
 
q  g This means that the two linear












   must have a solution


































a nondegenerated quadratic manifold of dimension n  qed














may come true we can not restrict our disturbations on q
i
 
i    i
 
  
Using the set Q described in Lemma  we are now able to prove in the next theorem an essential




 from an open
and dense subset Q of R
n
 for the graph of the solution set map  of P

t For a given element






 g and Jt x  fjx
j
 g




   Q we have
  Each connected component of gph for P

t is a crunode	free edge polygon which may be
either
a homeomorphic to the real line or
b homeomorphic to a circle or
c an isolated point of gph
 Each element t x   gph belongs to exactly one of the following six types

Type  It x  Jt x   strict complementarity  rgK
II
j I j where I  It x
Type   It x  Jt x   strict complementarity  rgK
II
j I j  where I  It x
Type  It x  Jt x  fi
 










  where I
 
 It x J
 










Type  It x  Jt x  fi
 










  where I J Iand J are
dened as above
Type 
 It x  Jt x  fi
 










  or vice versa where
again I J Iand J are dened as above
Type  It x Jt x  fi
 










  where again I J Iand J
are dened as above
 For almost all values of t only Type   occours Almost all elements t x   gph are of the
types   and 









dimension n or n  where the second case may only accour for a nite number of values t Hence










for any index set I   f  ng such that dimA
I
 n and K
II
is regular and

































for any pair I J   S such that dimA
IJ







According to Theorem  and Remark  the points t x   gph satisfying a are just those
elements of gph of the type  and form together with their boundary points a rst nite system
of edges of the set gph These boundary points also must belong to gph since this set is closed
At these boundary points necessarily b must be satised
For the nite number of values

t for which there is a point x such that 

t x   gph satises
b we can use Statements  and  of Theorem  and Lemma  According to Statement  of
Theorem  we must study two subcases of case b
In the subcase b

 we have I  J   and dI J   Hence the points t x   gph satisfying
b

 are just the elements of gph of the type  and form together with their boundary points a
second nite system of edges of the set gph Also these boundary points must belong to gph
and are in this case just the elements of gph of the type 
In the subcase b

 we have the situation I  J  fi
 






















under the assumption I  J  fi
 
g are exhausted such that the points t x   gph
satisfying b

 are just the elements of gph of the types   The points of the types  and  are
common boundary points of exactly two adjacent edges of the rst system one of them given by
the vertex xI
 
 t of the convex polyhedron Pt the other one by the vertex xI
  
 t This follows
by Lemma  Again by Lemma  we see that the points of the type  are the common boundary
points of exactly one edge of the rst system and exactly one of the second system Finally the
points of the type  are isolated points of gph Both systems of edges together with the isolated
points of type  form the whole graph of  This completes the proof qed
Remark    For all elements t x   gph of the types   and 	 the x	part is a vertex
of the convex polyhedron Pt For all elements t x   gph of the type  the x	part is an
inner point of an edge of the convex polyhedron Pt

 For all elements 

t x   gph of the type  the corresponding vertices x y of the convex






 Kx are exactly those vertices of Pt which actually
satisfy the complementarity condition x
 
y   but for which there does not exist any simplex
tableau of the form   ie there does not exist any basis solution with the property that for




is a basic variable and the other one a
non	basic variable Under dierent assumptions on the matrix K such vertices and hence
elements t x   gph of the type  can not exist cf 
 
 For an arbitrary element 

t x   gph of one of the types   or 	 consider a corresponding
simplex tableau   As in the proof of Theorem   let us denote the elements of   by d
ij
and the linear functions of t in the last column of   by d
i 





t   i    n With help of the data of   we can characterize uniquely the
type of this point as follows
a 






t   i    n
b 

t x is of the type  	
 there is exactly one index i
 















t x is of the type  	
 there is exactly one index i
 















t x is of the type  	
 there is exactly one index i
 













 The unique open edge of the second class formed by solutions 

t x   gph of the type  with
an element 

t x   gph of the type  which satises d of Statement  as one boundary
point can be constructed with help of the corresponding simplex table   to 



















 s   s  s z
Ni




stands for the vector of basic variables in   z
N








s   i  i
 
g
 Concerning the edges of gph of the second class there are three dierent cases to distinguish
Case a If all elements d
ii
 
 i  i
 
 are nonpositive then this edge is unbounded s  and
is hence the rst or last edge of the corresponding edge polygon to which it belongs


















































   Q the index i is uniquely























































   Q The index
set I which corresponds to   is formed by I i and i in the following way First we put
I





  I respectively I

 I  fi
 





















regular With respect to suciently small neighbourhoods W of 








following two possibilities b and c may appear












and for t 

t the intersection of W with
gph consists of all points t xI t and is empty for t 

t and the intersection of W with
gph is empty for t 

t and consists for t 

t of all points t xI
 
 t or vice versa












and for t 

t the intersection of W
with gph consists of all points t xI t and is empty for t 

t and the intersection of W
with gph is empty for t 

t and consists for t 

t of all points t xI
 
 t or vice versa

 At all elements t x   gph of the types   and  condition  is satised whereas at all
other types  and 	 even condition  is not fullled
 With respect to an open and dense subset of the n  n	dimensional Euclidean space of all
elements k
ij
the matrix K is an N	matrix Hence for the problem P

t only the types   





of the matrix K
 If all principal minors of the matrix K are nonnegative then the types  and  as well as the
case c described in Statement  can not appear the graph of the solution set map of P

t
consists of exactly one edge polygon and is always homeomorphic to the real line cf 
  If
the matrix K is even a P	matrix then also the types  and  can not appear all elements
t x   gph satisfy  and gph is formed only by edges of the rst class
In the following theorem we characterize the local structure of the graph of the solution set map
 of P

t for the six dierent types given above We use the notations I I and xIt as in
Theorem 
Theorem   Let be 












t x is of the type  then we have W  gph  ft x   W  t 











t x is of the type  then we have W gph  ft x  W  t 

t x  xI
 
 tgft x  
W  t 

t x  xI
  
 tg or W gph  ft x   W  t 

t x  xI
 
 tgft x   W  t 

t x  xI
  
 tg For t 

t it holds xI
 





t x is of the type  then we have W gph  ft x  W  t 

t x  xI
 
 tgft x  
W  t 

t x  xI
  
 tg or W gph  ft x   W  t 

t x  xI
 
 tgft x   W  t 

t x  xI
  
 tg For t 

t it holds xI
 





t x is of the type  then we have W gph  ft x  W  t 

t x  xI
 
 tgft x  
W  t 






tg or W  gph  ft x  W  t 

t x  xI
 
 tg ft x   W  t 






tg or W  gph  ft x   W  t 

t x  xI
  








tg or W  gph  ft x  W  t 

t x  xI
  
 tg  ft x  W  t 









t x is of the type  then we have W  gph  f

t xg
Proof The proof follows by Theorem  and Remark  qed

The following picture illustrates the given six types of solutions and the possible situations con 
cerning the structure of the graph of the solution set map In this example this graph has fore
connected components namely two isolated points one edge polygon which is homeomorphic to
the real line and one edge polygon which is homeomorphic to a circle Moreover there are three
edges of the second class one of them corresponds to case a described in Statement  of Remark







































































































































































Generic properties of the Karush Kuhn Tucker conditions for one parametric quadratic optimiza 
tion problems are the common subject of Section  of our paper with the papers 
 of Jongen et
al and  of Henn et al For the special case of one parametric linear optimization problems we
refer also to the relevant paper  of Patewa The results are partially similar but not identical
because of the following essential dierences in the assumptions Firstly in the papers 
 and 





whereas we restrict our considerations to the case that only the vector q depends on t and this
dependence is linear This point is connected with the second dierence namely with the fact that








with the corresponding topology whereas in 
 and  small per 
turbations of all underlying functions in the strong C

 topology respectively strong C

 topology
are allowed Finally an exact comparison of the three papers would require on the one hand to
include the Lagrange multipliers and their dependence on the parameter into the considerations
of 
 and  and on the other hand to include all aspects of 
 which are only relevant for the
Karush Kuhn Tucker conditions of an optimization problem into our considerations
Remember that in 
 ve types of generalized critical points of one parametric nonlinear opti 
mization problems described by C

 functions have been identied to be generic whereas the paper
 shows that in the corresponding special case of quadratic respectively linear optimization only
the types   and  respectively  and  from 
 remain generic
Taking into consideration all dierences between the approaches in 
 and in our Section  men 
tioned above we can see that the types  of both papers are identical and that the two subcases
of type  of 
 correspond to our types  and  Type  of 
 has some common properties as our
type  but both are not identical  Finally type  of 
 is related to our types  and  but is not
identical All other types of both papers dier essentially of each other
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